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ORDERS MADE:    

I hereby declare that any engagement of Strata-Jem Pty Ltd to provide any administrative 

services to the Body Corporate for Paradise Towers was at all times invalid. 

I further declare that Strata-Jem Pty Ltd must not undertake any activities relating the 

administration of the Body Corporate for Paradise Towers; or purport to act for the Body 
Corporate; or communicate with any person on behalf of the Body Corporate, except with the 
express written direction of the Body Corporate pursuant to a resolution of the Body Corporate 
Committee. 

I further declare that Strata-Jem Pty Ltd must not attend or be involved in any way in the 

calling or conduct of the 2018 annual general meeting of the Body Corporate for Paradise 
Towers, except with the express written direction of the Body Corporate pursuant to a 
resolution of the Body Corporate Committee. 

I further order that, within seven days of the date of this order, and at its own expense, Strata-

Jem must: 

a. deliver all records (whether in paper or electronic form) of the Body Corporate for Paradise 
Towers that are in its possession or control to the Body Corporate chairperson; 

b. deliver the seal of the Body Corporate for Paradise Towers to the Body Corporate 
chairperson; and 

c. deliver any monies or other property of the Body Corporate for Paradise Towers that is in 
its possession or control to the Body Corporate chairperson. 
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REASONS FOR DECISION 

Overview 

[1] This application relates to the engagement and conduct of the respondent Strata-Jem Pty Ltd 
(Strata-Jem), and the return of the Body Corporate’s records. 

[2] The company who had been the body corporate manager (BCM) for the Body Corporate 
advised on 29 September 2017 that it was terminating its agreement, effective 28 November 
2017.  With the end of the scheme’s financial year on 31 October, the Committee sought to 
engage a management company to assist it.  The application says the Committee knew it did 
not have the authority to engage a BCM, but it engaged Strata-Jem to provide secretarial 
duties until it could conduct its annual general meeting (AGM).  The committee resolution on 9 

October referred to Strata-Jem as a ‘one off Strata Manager’ to manage the AGM.   

[3] It seems the Body Corporate then transferred its accounts, records and software to Strata-Jem.  
On 20 November Ms Linda Carr of Strata-Jem gave the chairperson a contract document 
specifying a term from 9 October 2017 until ‘next General Meeting’.  The application says that 
Ms Carr insisted that the chairperson sign the contract, and the chairperson did so. 

[4] Conflict ensued between Strata-Jem and the Committee, particularly with difficulties as to how 
to proceed with the AGM.  As the AGM had not been called in time to be held by the required 
deadline of 31 January, the Committee obtained an adjudicator’s order to extend that 
timeframe to 31 March.1  However, conflict continued regarding the calling of the AGM.   

[5] On 2 February the Committee passed resolutions directing Strata-Jem to finalise and surrender 
all AGM related documents; advising Strata-Jem that its assistance and attendance was not 
required at the AGM; revoking any authorised powers to Strata-Jem; directing it to cease all 
work for the Body Corporate; and directing it to hand over all records and transfer the accounts 
to the Body Corporate.  A record of the resolutions were emailed to Strata-Jem the same day.  
The application indicates that Strata-Jem refused to take instructions. 

[6] On 12 February the Body Corporate’s solicitors wrote to Strata-Jem seeking an undertaking 
that Strata-Jem would not distribute any AGM-related documents; not engage in further 
communications with owners or contractors; communicate only with the chairperson; and 
provide any motions submitted in time for inclusion on the AGM agenda and the current roll.  
Strata-Jem responded that its termination was invalid; the attempt to restrict its duties was a 
restricted matter for the Committee and required a general meeting vote; and that it had sent 
all AGM-related material to the Committee. 

[7] The applicant says Strata-Jem did not respect the Committee’s instructions and had no right to 
make decisions unless instructed by the Committee.  It says Strata-Jem was only hired to 
undertake secretarial duties and their appointment as a strata manager was invalid.  It says the 
Committee had the right to revoke the appointment but continue to pay Strata-Jem until the 
agreement expired.  It says Strata-Jem is proposing to issue an AGM agenda a ballot papers 
without the Committee’s approval and against the Committee’s instructions, and include a 
motion for the appointment of Strata-Jem as BCM contrary to the Committee’s decision. 

[8] The application seeks orders invalidating the appointment of Strata-Jem; declaring that the 
Committee’s resolutions of 2 February are valid and enforceable; requiring that Strata-Jem 
comply with the Committee resolutions; declaring that the Committee can conduct the AGM 
without interference from Strata-Jem; and requiring Strata-Jem to return all Body Corporate 
records, common seal and any other property. 

[9] The issue to decide then is whether Strata-Jem has been engaged by the Body Corporate in 
any capacity and whether any orders are warranted regarding its conduct or the Body 
Corporate’s records. 

                                                 
1
 Paradise Towers [2018] QBCCMCmr 14 
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Preliminaries 

[10] Paradise Towers community titles scheme 14978 (Paradise Towers) consists of 142 lots and 
common property.  The community management statement (CMS) shows the Standard Module 

applies.  The scheme is registered as Building Unit Plan 71. 

[11] This application was lodged on 19 February 2018 seeking the following orders: 

1  That under legislation the appointment of Strata-Jem by the committee as a strata manager 
was invalid and that the committee were authorised to appoint an entity or person to do 
secretarial work only in the absence of a strata manager until the AGM. 

2  That Resolution of the Voting Outside Committee Meeting (Flying Minute) dated 2nd of Feb 
2018 motions 2, 3, 4 & 5 are legal, valid and enforceable. 

3  That Strata-Jem complies and abides by the outcome specified in the Resolution of the 
flying minute dated 2nd Feb 2018 in motions 2, 3, 4 & 5. 

4  The committee has the legal right (based on the resolution of the flying minutes) to call and 

hold an AGM without interference from Strata-Jem. 
5  That Strata-Jem surrenders all books, records, archive boxes, common seal and any other 

items belongs to Paradise Towers CTS 14978 within seven days. 

Jurisdiction 

[12] An adjudicator may make an order that is just and equitable in the circumstances to resolve a 
dispute about a claimed or anticipated contravention of the Act or the CMS, or the exercise of 
rights or powers or performance of duties under the Act or the CMS.2  An order may require a 
person to act, or prohibit a person from acting, in a way stated.  An order may contain ancillary 
and consequential provisions the adjudicator considers necessary or appropriate.3 

[13] There is a jurisdictional question about the capacity of the Body Corporate to bring this 
application against the respondent.  The jurisdiction of an adjudicator to determine disputes 
under the Act is limited to disputes between certain categories of persons.4  A body corporate 
only has standing to bring an application under the Act against an owner, an occupier, a BCM, 
a caretaking service contractor, a service contractor (for limited purposes), a letting agent, a 
committee member, or a former BCM for the purposes of the return of body corporate property. 

[14] It was apparently not the Committee’s intention to engage Strata-Jem as its BCM.  However, to 
the extent that the Body Corporate engaged Strata-Jem to undertake administrative duties, the 
Body Corporate does not purport to have terminated that engagement and believes that the 
engagement continues until the next general meeting.  For the reasons I will discuss below, it 
seems that the nature of the engagement would render Strata-Jem as a BCM.  There is then 
the question of whether Strata-Jem was validly appointed as a BCM and, if not, whether the 
Body Corporate has standing to bring the application against Strata-Jem. 

[15] The Queensland Civil and Administrative Tribunal (QCAT) considered a case where a person 

lodged an application in their purported capacity as a committee member when he was not a 
committee member at that time but was claiming he had been wrongly deprived of a position on 
the Committee.  QCAT concluded the applicant had no standing to lodge the application.5   

[16] However, in another matter the District Court considered an appeal of the rejection of an 
application by the then acting Commissioner.6  A person who was a service contractor 
challenged a body corporate decision to terminate their contract.  The application was rejected 
on the basis that the person had no standing to be a party to a dispute because they no longer 
held the position of service contractor.  The Court found that to determine whether the applicant 
had standing, it was necessary to determine whether the service contract had been validly 
terminated and that required the matter to be referred to an adjudicator for determination.   

                                                 
2
 Section 276 of the Act 

3
 Section 284(1) of the Act 

4
 Section 227 of the Act 

5
 Body Corporate for Circle on Cavill v Urquhart [2011] QCATA 125 

6
 Dalreign Pty Ltd and Desmond Baker v Vass Poteri, the Commissioner for Body Corporate and Community 
Management, unreported, DL125/01, 18 October 2002. 
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[17] I considered those cases when deciding the standing of applicants who had been committee 
members but were disputing the validity of a committee resolution to remove them.  I accepted 
the persons had standing to be applicants pending a determination on the validity of the 
resolution removing them from the Committee.7   

[18] For the same reasons I consider that the Body Corporate has standing to bring the application 
against Strata-Jem pending a determination on whether the Body Corporate has purported to 
engage Strata-Jem as its BCM, and whether that engagement was valid. 

[19] On balance I am satisfied this matter falls within the legislative dispute resolution provisions.
8
   

Procedural matters 

[20] In the first instance the Commissioner sought clarification from the applicant on some aspects 
of the application.9  The application was subsequently amended. 

[21] Given the urgency of the circumstances for the Body Corporate, Commissioner invited 
submissions on the application only from the respondent.10  In this regard, I note that section 
243A of the Act provides for the Commissioner to refer an application directly to an adjudicator 
to determine not withstanding that notice of the application has not been given to all parties 
who would normally be entitled to receive notice under section 243 of the Act, if satisfied that 
the dispute relates to emergency circumstances. 

[22] A submission was received from Strata-Jem, and the applicant inspected and responded to it.11   

[23] A dispute resolution recommendation12 was made referring the file to department adjudication.   

[24] I then investigated the dispute, including reviewing the application and submissions.13   

Submissions 

[25] The submission from Strata-Jem does not specifically comment on the application or the 
orders sought, but simply provides copies of various documentation. 

[26] The documentation provided by Strata-Jem includes correspondence from Mr Andrew 
Greenwood, the Body Corporate secretary, commenting on the application.  He says: 

a. The Committee resolutions of 2 February, including instructing Strata-Jem to cease 
managing the scheme and surrender all records, are invalid.  He was not advised of the 
flying minute or given an opportunity to vote on or discuss it.   

b. The Committee resolution of 19 February, authorising lodgement of the application, is 
invalid.  He was only made aware of the vote after the application had been submitted.   

c. The decisions are invalid because notice of the proposed decision was not provided to 
all lot owners seven days before the decision and committee members did not agree to 
a reduced meeting notice.  Not all committee members were given notice of the motion 
and there was no emergency.  Notice of the motion was not given by the secretary nor 
was any committee member authorised by the majority of the Committee to give the 
notice.  Owners were not given the opportunity to provide a notice of opposition to the 
motion, although the decisions were not of a routine, administrative nature.  One of the 
motions was a restricted issue of the Committee.  

d. The application is invalid because there was no decision to lodge the application at the 
time the application was made.   

e. He objects to Strata-Jem being forced to hand over all the property to an individual on 
the Committee as he does not believe that is in the best interests of the Committee. 

                                                 
7
 Searene Whitsunday [2013] QBCCMCmr 219 

8
 See sections 227, 228, 276 and Schedule 5 of the Act 

9
 Section 241 of the Act 

10
 Section 243 and 243A of the Act 

11
 See sections 246 and 244 of the Act respectively 

12
 Section 248 of the Act 

13
 The investigative powers of an adjudicator are set out in section 271 of the Act 
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f. He objects to the Committee being allowed to run the AGM as it has failed to act 
transparently and in accordance with the Code of conduct and the legislation.  Allowing 
them to run the AGM would be a serious ‘misjustice’ to owners. 

[27] In response, the chairperson notes that Strata-Jem has not responded to the claims made.  His 
comments regarding the correspondence from Mr Greenwood includes: 

a. Mr Greenwood was sent all notice of flying minutes.  The other six committee members 
voted, showing the claim is untruthful. 

b. Mr Greenwood has not been an active participant in the Committee for some time and 
has not nominated for a position at the upcoming AGM. 

c. Strata-Jem included Mr Greenwood’s name as a nominee for ordinary committee 
member despite him not providing a committee nomination in the required timeframe. 

d. Mr Greenwood said in an informal committee meeting that he owns other properties 
that are managed by Strata-Jem and he does not want to offend them. 

e. Since the application was lodged, Strata-Jem has only corresponded with Mr 
Greenwood, and one email which included important information about the AGM was 
not forwarded to the rest of the Committee until 18 days later. 

f. The Committee has not asked for the records to be handed to an individual. 

g. The Committee has prepared the agenda for the AGM.  It sought feedback from owners 
on the motions.  The roll list was only provided by Strata-Jem on 7 March. 

h. The Committee has included three independent administration agreements as a motion 
with alternatives for owners to consider.   

Analysis 

[28] I will consider first the nature and validity of the Committee decision to engage Strata-Jem.  
Subject to my determination on whether Strata-Jem was validly engaged and if so, for what 
purpose, I will consider whether the orders sought by the Committee are warranted. 

Authority for the application 

[29] An issue has been raised by the secretary as to the validity of the Committee decision of 19 
February authorising the lodgement of this application.  The application includes a copy of the 
resolution which is signed by five of the seven committee members on the date that the 
application was lodged.  This resolution was accepted by the Commissioner, on its face, as 
evidence that the lodgement of the application was authorised by the Committee. 

[30] The courts have recognised that the very detailed provisions of the body corporate regulations 
make it almost inevitable that there will be non-compliance from time to time.  The obligation to 
act reasonably does not mean that every minor irregularity should be used to impede the 
normal conduct of business, and that administrative perfection is not required.  Therefore, it 
has been accepted that meetings and meeting decisions should be preserved despite minor 
errors or procedural irregularities in meeting procedures, unless it can be shown that the body 
corporate has acted unreasonably or there that voters have been disadvantaged.14 

[31] It is beyond the scope of the orders sought by this application to determine whether the vote 
outside a committee meeting was conducted strictly in accordance with the requirements of 
section 54 of the Accommodation Module.  Mr Greenwood or any other owner is at liberty to 
take their own action to challenge the decision if they wish.  I have insufficient information to 
conclusively decide that matter without further investigation which would delay the 
determination of the substantive issues in this application.  However, where it is evident that a 
majority of committee members have agreed to the lodgement of the application, it is not 
immediately clear that it would be just and equitable to invalidate the resolution even if there 
was some procedural deficiency in the passing of the resolution. 

                                                 
14

 See Carroll and Ors v Body Corporate for Palm Springs Residences CTS 29467 [2013] QCATA 21; Wei-
Xin Chen v Body Corporate for Wishart Village CTS 19482, Appeal 4080 of 2000, District Court Brisbane, 
29 May 2001 (Unreported) 
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Engagement of Strata-Jem 

[32] The committee resolution on 9 October purported to engage Strata-Jem as a ‘one off Strata 
Manager’ to manage the AGM.  The application refers to Strata-Jem as being engaged to 
provide ‘secretarial duties’.  The 9 October resolution does not specify the cost of the 
engagement, the term of the engagement, or give any further details as to the intended duties. 

[33] There is no indication of any documented agreement between Strata-Jem and the Body 
Corporate, until the chairperson signed a document prepared by Strata-Jem which specifying a 
term from 9 October 2017 until ‘next General Meeting’.  I have only been given a two page 
signed document and it is not clear if there were more pages. This document states a rate of 
$99 per lot per annum for ‘agreed services, but does not say what those ‘agreed services’ are. 

[34] Section 14 of the Act provides as follows: 

14 Meaning of body corporate manager  
A person is a body corporate manager for a community titles scheme if the person is 
engaged by the body corporate (other than as an employee of the body corporate) to 
supply administrative services to the body corporate, whether or not the person is also 
engaged to carry out the functions of a committee, and the executive members of a 
committee, for a body corporate. 

[35] There is no restriction regarding the term of an engagement or the breath of duties for a person 
to fall within the definition of a ‘body corporate manager’ under section 14 of the Act. 

[36] It is evident that the duties which Strata-Jem was engaged to undertake were ‘administrative 
duties.’  There is no suggestion that Strata-Jem was an employee of the Body Corporate.  
Accordingly, I consider that there is no question that the nature of the engagement of Strata-
Jem fell within the definition of a ‘body corporate manager’ under the Act.  

[37] The Committee (and presumably Strata-Jem) apparently believed there is a distinction 
between engaging a BCM and engaging someone to just to perform limited secretarial duties 
or run an AGM.  That is perhaps because the engagement was only for a short term.  This is 
simply not the case.  Despite the apparent belief, I am satisfied the Committee’s resolution of 9 
October had the effect of purporting to engage Strata-Jem as a BCM. 

[38] A body corporate can only resolve to engage a BCM, or amend the engagement of a BCM, by 
passing an ordinary resolution at a general meeting in which no votes are exercised by proxy.15  
The material forwarded to members for the meeting which considers the engagement must 
include the terms of the engagement or authorisation, including when the engagement begins 
and ends and any right or option of extension or renewal.  The material forwarded to members 
for the meeting which considers an amendment must explain the nature or the terms and effect 
of the amendment.  An engagement must be in writing, set out when the engagement begins 
and ends, state the functions of the BCM or service contractor, and state the basis for working 
out their payment (for example the amount per lot or the amount per duty).16   

[39] Clearly the Committee had no authority to engage Strata-Jem as a BCM.  Accordingly, the 
Committee resolution of 9 October was invalid as beyond the power of the Committee.   

Committee resolutions of 2 February 2018 

[40] On 2 February the Committee passed several resolutions outside a committee meeting.  Most 
relevantly this included: 

a. Motion 2, which required Strata-Jem to prepare, finalise and surrender all AGM related 
documents within 48 hours, with the format of the documents and the mode of delivery 
specified.  The minutes noted that Strata-Jem had refused to follow written instructions. 

b. Motion 3, which stated that Strata-Jem were advised that their assistance, management 
and attendance was not required at the AGM and that the Committee would handle the 
entire AGM including issuing minutes. 

                                                 
15

 Section 114 of the Standard Module 
16

 Section 116 of the Standard Module 
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c. Motion 4, which revoked the authorised powers given to Strata-Jem; required Strata-
Jem to cease all work related to the Body Corporate and suspend all payments to any 
entity; and required Strata-Jem to hand over all records in hard copy and digital format 
within 72 hours.  The motion also indicated that it wanted Strata-Jem to facilitate the 
transfer of all financial accounts within 48 hours of the AGM. 

d. Motion 5, which stated that the Chairperson was appointed to represent the Committee 
on all matters including the AGM. 

[41] The Committee seeks orders declaring these resolutions are valid, and that Strata-Jem be 
required to comply with them. 

[42] Decisions in a body corporate are made only by the body corporate and its committee.  A body 
corporate cannot delegate its powers,17 and so cannot delegate its decision-making authority to 
a BCM.

18
  There is capacity for a committee to authorise in writing for a BCM to exercise some 

or all of the powers of executive members of the committee (but not the committee as a whole).  
However, the executive member of the committee retains the right to exercise the authorised 
power, or to direct the BCM in how the authorised power will be exercised.19   

[43] Clearly a BCM does not have any independent decision-making authority.  Importantly, a 
person cannot waive or contract out of the provisions of the legislation.20  The Act specifically 
states that regardless of anything in a contract, including the engagement of a BCM, the 
decision of a BCM is void if it is inconsistent with the decision of the committee.21 

[44] Stata-Jem presumably believed it was validly engaged in some capacity.  Given the legislative 
context as outlined, I am at a loss to understand why Strata-Jem seems to have believed that it 
was entitled to act other than in accordance with express directions of the Committee.  It 
certainly was not.  The apparent conduct of Strata-Jem in purporting to send material to 
owners contrary to Committee directions, or to include a motion (for its own engagement) on 
the AGM agenda without Committee agreement, are unacceptable. 

[45] As I have concluded that the Strata-Jem has not been validly appointed, I do not consider it 
appropriate to validate the Committee resolutions relating to the purported engagement or to 
require Strata-Jem to comply with those resolutions.  However, I do consider that some orders 
are warranted to explain that Strata-Jem has no ongoing role or responsibilities regarding the 
administration of the Body Corporate, except at the express written direction of the Committee.   

[46] I note that Mr Greenwood objects to the Committee being ‘allowed’ to run the AGM.  With 
respect, this entirely misapprehends the legislation.  Whether or not a BCM has been engaged 
to assist with the administration of a body corporate, it always remains the statutory 
responsibility of the Committee to convene and conduct general meetings.  A BCM can only 
assist in the conduct of an AGM pursuant to the directions of the committee.  I consider it 
absurd to suggest that a validly appointed committee be prevented from conducting an AGM.   

Records and other property 

[47] Section 206 of the Standard Module provides as follows: 

206 Return of body corporate property 
(1) This section applies if— 

(a) a person has possession or control of any of the following property (the specified 
property)— 
(i) a body corporate asset for a community titles scheme; 
(ii) a record or other document of a body corporate; 
(iii) a body corporate seal; and 

                                                 
17

 Section 97 of the Act 
18

 The only exception is the limited circumstances where there is no committee and a BCM is engaged in 
place of the committee, in which case the BCM may be authorised to make decisions for the body 
corporate.  See sections 120-121 of the Act and section 58-62 of the Standard Module. 

19
 Section 119 of the Act 

20
 Section 318 of the Act 

21
 Section 100(3) of the Act 
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(b) the person took possession or control of the specified property in the person’s capacity, 
or purportedly in the person’s capacity, as— 
(i) a member, or an associate of a member, of the body corporate or of the committee; 

or 
(ii) a body corporate manager or service contractor, or an associate of a body corporate 

manager or service contractor; and 
(c) the person is served with a prescribed notice requiring the person to give, within 14 days 

after the person is served with the notice, the specified property to— 
(i) a member of the committee who is named in the notice; or  
(ii) if a body corporate manager is acting under a chapter 3, part 5 engagement—a 

member of the body corporate who is named in the notice. 
(2) The person must comply with the notice. 

Maximum penalty—20 penalty units. 
(3) The person may not claim a lien on specified property mentioned in subsection (1)(a)(ii) or 

(iii). 
(4) In this section— 

prescribed notice means— 

(a) a notice of a resolution of the committee; or 
(b) if a body corporate manager is acting under a chapter 3, part 5 engagement—a notice 

signed by or for the owners of at least one-half of the lots included in the scheme. 

[48] It is apparent that the Body Corporate provided Strata-Jem with its records and related 
property pursuant to its engagement of Strata-Jem to assist it with the AGM.  On the basis that 
the purported engagement of Strata-Jem was for duties that brought it within the statutory 
definition of a BCM, I am satisfied that Strata-Jem acquired the records and other property in 
its purported capacity as BCM.   

[49] The Body Corporate issued Strata-Jem with a prescribed notice for the return of its property on 
2 February.  The letter included minutes of the resolutions of 2 February, including the motion 
for the return of the records.  The prescribed notice did not strictly comply with the 
requirements of section 206 of the Standard Module.  First, it sought the return of the records 
within 72 hours when section 206 requires a notice period of 14 days.  Second, the notice did 
not specify the name of the committee member who the records were to be given to.   

[50] I note also Mr Greenwood claims the 2 February resolutions are invalid.  I have been provided 
insufficient detail to substantiate any procedural defects relating to the resolutions.  However it 
is evident that six of the seven committee members have signed the resolution.  In that context, 
and as outlined above, it is not immediately clear why the resolutions should be invalidated 
even if there were minor procedural defects. 

[51] Notwithstanding the defects in the prescribed notice, Strata-Jem was clearly notified of the 
Committee’s request for the return of its property.  Strata-Jem has not claimed that it has 
complied with the notice or indicated any intention to return the Body Corporate property. 

[52] It is irrelevant for the purposes of the compliance with section 206 of the Act whether Strata-
Jem was validly engaged and the ongoing status of that engagement (although I have 
determined those questions above).  I consider that the use of the term ‘purportedly’ in section 
206(1)(b) shows an intention for the terms of this section to apply even when there is some 
defect in the engagement or appointment of a person to one of the roles described in the 
section. Moreover, section 206 is not predicated on the termination, invalidation or other end of 
the engagement of a BCM.   

[53] Any person who is in the possession or control of body corporate property, and who acquired it 
as a committee member, BCM or service contractor or their associate, can be asked to return 
that property at any time.  A body corporate does not need to wait until an engagement has 
ended or the person leaves or is removed from the committee to regain control of its property.   

[54] Records and other property belong to the Body Corporate, and the Body Corporate is entitled 
to decide who will be in possession of its property at any time.  A BCM has no legal right to 
insist on retaining such property, even if they believe they have ongoing obligations under a 
purported engagement.  . 
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[55] Notwithstanding the defects in the notice requesting the return of the Body Corporate’s 
property, the property belongs to the Body Corporate and there is no rational basis for Strata-
Jem to fail to return it.   

Conclusion 

[56] The purpose for which the Committee purported to engage Strata-Jem on 9 October 2017 
amounted to the purported engagement of that company as a BCM.  The Committee had no 
authority to engage a BCM and accordingly the purported engagement of Strata-Jem was 
invalid.  It is appropriate to make a declaration to that effect. 

[57] Given that finding, I do not consider that orders relating to the Committee resolutions about the 
conduct of the purported appointment are warranted.  However, I do consider it appropriate in 
the circumstances to declare that Strata-Jem may not undertake activities relating to the 
administration of the Body Corporate, or purport to act for the Body Corporate, or communicate 
with any person on behalf of the Body Corporate, or have any involving in calling the AGM, or 
attend the AGM, except at the express written direction of the Committee.  Given that there is 
no valid engagement of Strata-Jem, there should be no basis for the Committee to give 
directions to Strata-Jem.  However, I will include that caveat in case anything further is needed 
regarding the winding up of Strata-Jem’s involvement in the scheme and the return of the Body 
Corporate’s property.   

[58] In regard to the Body Corporate’s property, I consider it just and equitable in the circumstances 
to order that the respondent must, at its own cost, deliver all property belonging to the Body 
Corporate that is in its possession and control to the chairperson within seven days of this 
order.  Practically speaking, it is necessary for the Body Corporate’s property to be delivered to 
an individual.  Given the circumstances I have required the records be given to the chairperson 
based on the Committee resolution that the chairperson represent the Committee.  Of course, 
the Committee as a whole should decide who is to keep possession of the property once it is 
returned and until a new Committee and (potentially) a new BCM is appointed at the AGM.    
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